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Ongoing Viability of LIDCs Remains Essential in Underpinning China’s 

Economy and Debtholders’ Confidence 

China’s local investment and development companies (“LIDCs”), also generally known as 

local government financing vehicles (“LGFVs”), have been established to facilitate local 

infrastructure and land developments and the provision of public goods and services.  

LIDCs’ business activities and revenue profiles have been increasingly diversified following 

the economic development and urbanization of the regions in which they operate. More and 

more LIDCs have pursued market-oriented business activities with reduced involvement in 

public projects (e.g. infrastructure and affordable housing constructions) and less reliance on 

government subsidies. Having said that, LIDCs’ business development still usually follows the 

guidance of their respective local governments and is closely linked to their regional 

development plans. To help LIDCs generate stable income, some local governments have 

injected operating assets or franchise rights of infrastructure and public services such as urban 

water supply, sewage treatment, and public transportation to their associated LIDCs. 

As LIDCs continue to maintain close ties with their respective local government owners or 

controllers in carrying out government policies, we continue to expect that LIDCs will play a 

pivotal role in fostering regional economic growth, industrial transformation, employment, 

social security and tax revenue in China. 

Potentially High Contagion Risk of Defaults on Publicly Traded Bonds of LIDCs 

We believe that LIDCs’ defaults on their publicly traded bonds would have significant 

contagion risk given their homogenous business profiles and similar credit risk features. LIDCs 

are generally government-funded entities carrying out various public policy missions as an 

extension of government functions, with repayments stemming primarily from receivables, 

subsidies or capital from their respective government owners. Therefore, the creditworthiness 

of an LIDC is usually linked to its sponsoring local government, although a shift towards 

market-oriented activities would reduce its reliance on government funding. 

We consider that an LIDC’s default could hamper the funding capability of other LIDCs under 

the same local government. This in turn would disrupt the continuing provisions of essential 

public services and other government functions, and may lead to social instability and an 

economic downturn in the region. In addition, given that publicly traded bonds of LIDCs are 

highly transparent and usually held by a diverse group of investors, the impact of an LIDC’s 

default on its outstanding bonds could spread to neighboring regions and regions with similar 

economic and fiscal conditions. It could also undermine investor confidence and impede 

LIDCs’ accessibility to the bond market. 

Policy Support and Funding Flexibility Sustain Debt Repayment Capability 

We expect that proactive policy measures and ongoing external funding capability will likely 

lead to lower funding costs and healthier debt structures of LIDCs. Against China’s 
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administrative system, provincial governments may assume greater responsibility for handling 

LIDCs’ indebtedness within their jurisdictions, particularly if local governments within a 

province have weak capacity to support LIDCs. However, direct capital support would be 

unlikely to prevent moral hazard. 

The impact of the pandemic, policies to reduce taxes and fees, and the decrease in 

government fund income during the property market downturn undermined the fiscal strength 

of local governments in certain areas. To resolve local debt risks, China’s central government 

has proposed a series of measures, mainly including limiting the growth of LIDC debts and 

emergency lending provided by policy banks. The central government also plans to increase 

the issuance of ultra-long-term special-purpose treasury bonds, aiming to support key national 

projects, which could lower local governments’ investment burdens and capital needs. 

Provincial governments generally have more resources and stronger coordination capabilities 

than municipal, district and county governments. Some provincial governments have issued 

special-purpose refinancing bonds with lower borrowing costs and longer maturities to replace 

LIDCs’ existing debts, effectively easing their debt repayment pressure. In addition, we believe 

that other financing instruments such as bank borrowings and non-traditional financing 

(obtained through trusts, asset management plans, financial leases, etc.) would continue to 

provide contingent financing flexibility. These loans are often bilateral in nature or involve only 

a small number of borrowers, indicating that negotiations with lenders are feasible if necessary. 

Moreover, local governments usually have significant influence over banks, especially those 

regional banks in which local governments have equity stake. We noted that some LIDCs with 

serious indebtedness restructured their bank loans or trust loans through extension, interest 

rate cuts or even principal reductions to resolve their debt risks. 

China’s LIDCs mainly rely on bank loans, bond issuance and non-traditional financing, as well 

as government funds and equity capital to support their operations. Bank loans typically 

represent the largest share of interest-bearing debt, followed by bond issuance and non-

traditional financing. 

 

Exhibit 1: LGFVs’ Debt Structure 

 
Note: The year-end balance of LGFVs’ outstanding debt categorized by Wind 
Source: Wind and Lianhe Global’s calculations 
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Exhibit 2: LGFVs’ Onshore and Offshore Outstanding Bonds 

 
Note: The year-end balance of LGFVs’ outstanding bonds categorized by Wind 
Source: Wind and Lianhe Global’s calculations 
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Disclaimer 

Credit rating and research reports published by Lianhe Ratings Global Limited (“Lianhe Global” 
or “the Company” or “us”) are subject to certain terms and conditions. Please read these terms 
and conditions at the Company’s website: www.lhratingsglobal.com 

A credit rating is an opinion which addresses the creditworthiness of an entity or security. 
Credit ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Credit ratings do 
not address market price, marketability, and/or suitability of any security nor its tax implications 
or consequences. Credit ratings may be subject to upgrades or downgrades or withdrawal at 
any time for any reason at the sole discretion of Lianhe Global.   

All credit ratings are the products of a collective effort by accredited analysts through rigorous 
rating processes. No individual is solely responsible for a credit rating.  All credit ratings are 
derived by a credit committee vesting process. The individuals identified in the reports are 
solely for contact purpose only.  

Lianhe Global conducts its credit rating services based on third-party information which we 
reasonably believe to be true. Lianhe Global relies on information including, but not limited to, 
audited financial statements, interviews, management discussion and analysis, relevant third-
party reports, and publicly available data sources to conduct our analysis. Lianhe Global has 
not conducted any audit, investigation, verification or due diligence. Lianhe Global does not 
guarantee the accuracy, correctness, timeliness, and/or completeness of the information. 
Credit ratings may contain forward-looking opinions of Lianhe Global which may include 
forecasts about future events which by definition are subject to change and cannot be 
considered as facts.   

Under no circumstances shall Lianhe Global, its directors, shareholders, employees, officers 
and/or representatives or any member of the group of which Lianhe Global forms part be held 
liable to any party for any damage, loss, liability, cost, expense or fees in connection with any 
use of the information published by the Company. 

Lianhe Global receives compensation from issuers, underwriters, obligors, or investors for 
conducting credit rating services. None of the aforementioned entities nor its related parties 
participate in the credit rating process aside from providing information requested by Lianhe 
Global.  

Credit ratings included in any rating report are solicited and disclosed to the rated entity (and 
its agents) prior to publishing. Credit rating and research reports published by Lianhe Global 
are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such use 
would infringe local laws and regulations. Any user relying on information available through 
credit rating and research reports is responsible for consulting the relevant agencies or 
professionals accordingly to comply with the applicable local laws and regulations.  

All published credit rating and research reports are the intellectual property of Lianhe Global. 
Any reproduction, redistribution, or modification, in whole or part, in any form by any means is 
prohibited unless such user has obtained prior written consent from us.  

Lianhe Global is a subsidiary of China Lianhe Credit Rating Co., Ltd. The credit committee of 
Lianhe Global has the ultimate power of interpretation of any methodology or process used in 
the Company’s independent credit ratings and research.  

Copyright © Lianhe Ratings Global Limited 2024. 

 


